Dear Sir/Madam:
Rather than have public meetings where radicals and squeaky wheels attend, how about doing a referendum on the Site C dam and/or a pole (with a large sample) to determine what the MAJORITY of BC residents want?
Here are a few questions that I think need to be considered:
Just what other electrical generating method is cheaper (per mega watt/hr) and more renewable than a hydro electric dam?
Just WHERE is all the extra electricity coming from that will be required as electric cars take over?
Why is it not being stressed that everyone in BC is benefited by LOW electricity costs?
Do 'mother earth' worshippers and energy demonizers take precedence over the average BC citizen and their NEED for CHEAP electricity?
Why is the BC Government taking money away from BC Hydro (calling it a 'dividend' ... talk about deception)
who need every penny to bring on future electricity generating facilities?
This hidden taxation is ridiculous and is at least ONE reason our BC Hydro rates are climbing so fast.
How about ordering the BC government to stop this hidden taxation?

regards,
Hal Adam

"Truth is hate to those who hate the truth"
@haladam 🧵
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